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May 14, 2014 

WBUR 

890 Commonwealth Avenue 

Third Floor 

Boston, MA  02215 

95.9 WATD, Marshfield Broadcasting Company 

130 Enterprise Drive 

Marshfield, MA 02050 

WBZ NewsRadio 1030 

1170 Soldiers Field Road 

Boston, MA 02134 

 

Dear WBUR, WATD, and WBZ, 

 

On behalf of Cape Cod Bay Watch, I am writing in regard to Entergy sponsor messages that I, and several of our 

supporters, recently heard broadcast on your stations. At least one of these messages promotes Pilgrim as a “clean” 

and “emission-free” energy source.  

 

While our group commends the wonderful coverage you have given Pilgrim news and issues in the past, I am 

disappointed that your well-respected stations have allowed this recent misinformation to air. I also understand that 

your stations are free to generate revenue in any way they need. Our concern lies not with the sponsor message 

itself, but rather with the false information being disseminated to the public.  

 

There is nothing “clean” about Pilgrim’s energy generation. Due to Pilgrim’s operations, radiation and other 

pollutants are released into our air and water daily. The history of uranium mining is brimming with stories of 

widespread contamination of drinking water, air, and soil; health impacts to workers and nearby communities caused 

by exposure to uranium and chemicals used in the mining process are well-documented.  Processing uranium to fuel 

pellets is also not “emission free,” but contributes greatly to greenhouse gas emissions. Constructing (and eventually 

decommissioning) the facility, its daily operations that rely on off-site power, and those ever more frequent 

unplanned outages - all require significant fossil fuel inputs. 

 

Pilgrim’s once-through cooling system also negatively impacts the environment through intense water consumption 

(up to 510 million gallons used daily from Cape Cod Bay), with thermal pollution of source waters, by killing billions of 

aquatic organisms of all life stages each year by impingement and entrainment, and with wastewater discharges that 

fail to meet state standards.  

 

Nuclear facilities, including Pilgrim, also generate large stockpiles of highly radioactive nuclear waste material as a 

byproduct that remains dangerous for thousands of years. This waste is still being produced at Pilgrim, despite having 

no federal repository or plan for its ultimate fate. For example, one “low level” waste container has been stranded on 

the shore of Cape Cod Bay for decades.  
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In summary, every aspect of nuclear plant operations has negative impacts to the environment – including pollution 

caused by uranium mining and processing, the creation of carbon emissions throughout a plant’s lifecycle, the billions 

of aquatic organisms killed via plants’ once-through cooling process, and the ultimate problem highly-toxic waste as a 

byproduct that will remain dangerous for thousands of years. Nuclear operations, especially those at aging facilities 

like Pilgrim, are fraught with multiple hazards that put the region and the people of Massachusetts at risk. The 

sponsor message on your stations suggests, in very clear language, that it is clean and benign.  

When promoting any industry or business, we assume that there are standards, which, as a trusted public platform, 

you would need to follow to ensure information disseminated to the public is accurate. The Entergy sponsor message 

is, in our opinion, false advertising and calls into question such standards. Could you please explain what, if any, 

standards that your stations use when promoting an industry such as Pilgrim? 

We have provided a few resource links below, which we hope will shed more light on the issue of greenwashing by 

the nuclear industry. Please let us know if you have any questions or would like to further discuss this issue. 

Thank you for your consideration and your time, 

 
 

Karen Vale 

Campaign Manager 

Cape Cod Bay Watch 

508-951-4723 

karen@capecodbaywatch.org 

 

Resources: 

• NRDC. Nov 2013. Energy Experts Respond to Scientists’ Letter Advocating Nuclear Power. 

<http://ecowatch.com/2013/11/08/experts-respond-scientists-letter-nuclear-power/> 

• CCBW. ‘Pilgrim and Climate Change’ <http://www.capecodbaywatch.org/climate-change-and-nuclear-

power/> 

• Nuclear Facts: ‘Nuclear is not Carbon Free’ <http://nuclearfacts.info/Nuclear_Is_NOT_CO2-Free.html#> 

• CCBW. Of Nuclear Interest: Nuclear Power in Our Changing Climate: <http://www.capecodbaywatch.org/wp-

content/uploads/2012/11/Print.pdf> 

• Huffington Post. May 2014. Nuclear Energy Is Not a Solution for Global Warming. 

<http://www.huffingtonpost.com/alan-robock/nuclear-energy-is-not-a-solution_b_5305594.html> 

• Nuclear Information and Resource Service. Nuclear Power and Climate Change. 

<http://www.nirs.org/climate/climate.htm> 

 


